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Weak-Gravitational lensing 
study is a direct probe to 
reconstruct mass 
distribution.

Complementary to 
X-ray analysis.



Weak-lensing studies of “massive” 
clusters in recent 10 years

LoCuSS, CLASH, CCCP, 
wtG and so on

Massive clusters  
beyond redshift ~ 0.15
Redshift range are 
selected by the FoV 
(~full moon size) of 
Subaru/ 
Suprime-cam
- exquisite imaging quality
- 8.2 diameter mirror
- one pointing covers viral 
radii



LoCuSS(0.15<z<0.3) Okabe+Smith16
- secure background selection is primarily important.

stacked lensing profile
mass-concentration relation

a good agreement with 
numerical simulations.

 agree well with NFW/Einasto profiles. 
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(Credit: HSC Project / NAOJ）

FoV : 7 times larger

Full moon

Next Decade :  
Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC)



Japan + Taiwan + Prinston Univ. collaboration.

Region

1400sqdeg grizy bands

HSC Survey

Dark matter distribution up to z~1.
> 10,000 clusters and groups
Will unveil an average mass profile of galaxy 
clusters and its evolution with high accuracy.



Frontier of WL studies

HSC survey

HSC is the best interment for 
clusters at z < ~ 0.1 

Suprime-Cam Era

HSC Era



NEarby Cluster SUrvey with Subaru

low-z sample :  
22 clusters at z < 0.06

Advantages of WL analysis for very nearby clusters
- no (less) contamination of member galaxies   

- the enormous number of background galaxies 
reduce the statistical shape noise and thus 
compensates for the low lensing efficiency of the 
nearby cluster.     

- large apparent size resolve less massive subhalos.
(Ng is 20-60 times higher than that at z~0.2)

(contamination is a critical issue at z~0.2)

(massive subhalos in meting clusters at z~0.2)
(down to ~ 5x1012-1013 Msun )



The pilot study : the Coma cluster (Okabe+14a)

32 subhalos are detected.
- associated with known 
optical groups
- X-ray groups for some 
subhalos

Stacked lensing profile

truncation 
feature 

4 sqdeg
w/ Suprime-cam



 

! テキストを⼊入⼒力してください

Subhalo mass function

Consistent with 
CDM predictions : 
slope ~0.9-1Fake peaks

Two orders of the magnitude in mass 
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the Perseus Cluster z=0.0178

Chandra
Suzaku

One of primary target of 
cluster sciences.

the core region

outskirts

Hitomi’s target to 
measure gas motions.



1.7sqdeg

Okabe+ in prep



Joint constraints by WL and BCG stellar kinematics 



Joint X-ray and HSC-WL analysis

1: Indirect Constraint of Non-thermal Pressure

2: Suzaku Cluster Outskirts Problem 



Total Pressure derived from WL 
Mass v.s. Thermal Pressure

X-ray WL

WL mass does not 
assume dynamical states.

A comparison of total pressure and thermal 
pressure enables us to conduct a “indirect” test 
of the validity of hydrostatic assumption.

Hitomi/SXS : direct observation of 
non thermal pressure.

total pressure



Hitomi/SXS

Non-thermal pressure at small radii is negligible.



Outskirts Entropy Problem

Walker+2012

flattens
Possible interpretations
• Temperature drops 

•Number density excess 
Overestimated by gas 
clumpiness  
(Nagai+Lau11, 
Simionescu+11, 
Urban+14) 

(Tozzi+Norman01) 
shock heating model

Non-thermal pressure 
 (Kawaharada+10, 
Sato+12,Ichikawa+13, 
Okabe+14c)



Clumpiness interpretation 

Suzaku Observation 

Nagai+Lau 11

beyond r200

• Entropy flatting is found 
beyond r200.

Observations are within r200.

• Clumpiness within r200 are 
negligible.

consistent with gas physics.
Lifetime of gas clumpy structures is very short due to 
ram-pressure/hydro-instability 

entropy

[sim]

[sim]

Density excess is reported only in the Perseus cluster.
we now have WL and X-ray data for the cluster.



Okabe+14c

Simultaneous fit of X-ray and WL data

X-ray WL

Self-Consistent Analysis

- Do NOT assume existing scaling relations/base-
lines to understand the data. 

Since we don’t know whether the assumption is true or 
not, we may misunderstand causes.



X-ray WL Entropy decreasing 
caused by T drop



Summary
New project for very nearby clusters using Subaru/
HSC is launched.   

Indirect constraint of non-thermal pressure suggests 
that Hitomi/SXS observation will not significantly 
detect non-thermal pressure component.  

X-ray gas profiles (n, T, P, and K) scaled by weak-
lensing mass and over-density radius have universal 
forms out to ~ virial radius. 

Low entropy in cluster outskirts is caused by 
temperature drops rather than gas clumpiness.







Urban+14

Temperature

Pressure

Density

Entropy



Deviations from Expectations Urban+14

Arnaud+10 : 
XMM observations

Voit+05
Numerical simulations

T/Texp n/nexp

• They adopted inconsistent base-lines for 
Pressure and Entropy profiles. 

• They are also different from Nagai+Lau’s 
functional form.
Baseline gives bias on their interoperation.



Urban+14

Temperature Density

Entropy flattning is caused by density excess 





Nagai+Lau withdrew their 
original idea arXiv:1605.01723





fags is close to the cosmic mean 
baryon fraction around  0.5r200~r500














